Synonyms
Grade 2 Vocabulary Worksheet

Write the word that best matches the clue.

1. ________________  cord
2. ________________  remember
3. ________________  desire
4. ________________  labor
5. ________________  lift
6. ________________  clean
7. ________________  scrape
8. ________________  champion

raise   winner   work   scratch   recall
wash    want     rope
Synonyms

Grade 2 Vocabulary Worksheet

Write the word that best matches the clue.

1. rope  
   _____ cord

2. recall  
   _____ remember

3. want  
   _____ desire

4. work  
   _____ labor

5. raise  
   _____ lift

6. wash  
   _____ clean

7. scratch  
   _____ scrape

8. winner  
   _____ champion

raise winner work scratch recall
wash want rope